Afl2g07228
Afl2g07209 Afl2g07230 [33] A IPR014043  AT  PKS  IPR016035  AT  IPR016036  AT  IPR020801  AT  IPR006765  Cyc  IPR020807  DH  IPR011032  ER  IPR013149  ER  IPR013154  ER  IPR020843  ER  IPR013968  KR  IPR020842  KR  IPR014030  KS  IPR014031  KS  IPR018201  KS  IPR020841  KS  IPR004033  MT  IPR013216  MT  IPR013217  MT  IPR020803  MT  IPR029063  MT  IPR015083  xPKS  IPR013601  xPKS   IPR000873  A  NRPS  IPR010071  A  IPR020845  A  IPR025110  A  IPR001242  C  IPR010060  xNRPS  IPR012728  xNRPS  IPR013624  xNRPS   IPR003231  ACP  PKS or NRPS  IPR004568  ACP  IPR006162  ACP  IPR008278  ACP  IPR009081  ACP  IPR020806  ACP  IPR001031  TE  IPR010080  TE  IPR020802 Figure S2 : Comparison of CASSIS with the similarity-based antiSMASH and SMURF tools: Re-identification of 38 known clusters. The promoter numbers of the anchor genes (#) and the upstream/downstream cluster borders are given.
